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Quicker from Science to Society - About a Design Tool for Optimum Multi-Scale
Film Structures
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Based on the results of industrial and EU-project work a decision support software tool

for surface design of coated components is developed. It comprises the following two

levels.

The first level consists of a quick and scale-invariant analytical determination of

resulting wear, tribology performance, and lifetime of components coated with generally

structured coatings as an estimation (demo see at www.siomec.de/OptiWear). This

level contains a mathematical core doing some real evaluation in dependency of the

problem. To make it quick and invertible, the math is analytical (e.g. Schwarzer 2004).

In addition, the core will be coupled to some empirically obtained information defining

boundary conditions for it. The system gives advice about necessary dimensions (size

and number of elements, atoms, boundary elements) for more sophisticated and

complex modelling systems like FEM, MD, and BEM, but is still completely analytically

based and, thus, very fast.

The second level uses the results of the first level, on the one hand, to refer to

appropriate but more elaborate FEM and MDS as well as other scale-specific but also

complex analytical modeling systems. And on the other hand, it uses particularly the

evaluated tribological results of tests close to the later applications (like wear track

dimensions) in order to properly dimension these second-stage modeling systems as

this is crucial to more specific (e.g. element-based) models.

The surface design tool allows the design of coated components in the reverse

direction. Meaning that one will be able to specify a desired wear performance or

lifetime of a certain component and the surface design tool will automatically evaluate

all intermediate steps from corresponding surface properties via surface structures to

process methods and process parameters which are necessary to apply an appropriate

coating. These coating methods may be plasma spraying or PVD - on which it is

focused in the first stage of its development - or other techniques.
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